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HOW TO MANAGE A REAL CLINICAL 
RARITY: PLURI-RECURRENT INGROWN 
FINGERNAIL

Dear Editor:
Onychocryptosis, or ingrown nail (IN) is a 

common problem in dermatology clinical practice. 
Its prevalence is estimated to be from 2.5 to 5 
percent, with a predominance in males.1 The 
incidence has a bimodal age-related peak: it 
appears to be higher among teenagers and young 
adults, but also shows a strong predominance in 
individuals who are 60 or older.1

Generally a post-traumatic condition, 
onychocryptosis of the fingernails is uncommon, 
with few literary cases,2 and lacks consensus for 
correct management. Here, we report the case of 
a patient with recurring onychocryptosis affecting 
the fourth finger of the left hand.

Case report. A 24-year-old female patient 
was admitted to our surgery with a bilateral 
periungual granuloma of the fourth finger of the 
left hand caused by damage to the lateral skin due 
to improper blade placement during an aesthetic 
treatment. No traumatic stress of the nail was 
reported. The patient reported spontaneous 
pain, bleeding, swelling, and infection, and had 
pluri-recurrent ingrown nail consecutively treated 
by four different surgeons performing different 
procedures informed by the literature: several 
partial wedge resections, two laser removals of 
the granulomas, a total avulsion of the nail and a 
partial bilateral matricectomy of the lateral nail 
plate by electrocauterization.3,4

The patient was treated with antibiotics 
and steroids before and after any interventions 
and silver nitrate for the devascularization of 
the granuloma. None of these treatments was 
resolutive, and the nail continued to grow and 
pierce the lateral skin, even after the partial 
matricectomy. 

As a tenth treatment attempt, we opted for 
an outpatient Vandenbos procedure,5 which 
consisted of the excision of the skin fold only, and 
without partial nor total removal of the nail. It 
allowed the nail to grow normally and avoided 
any trauma to the matrix. We performed a small 
cut of the edges of the nail to allow healing of the 
lateral skin before nail growth (Figure 1).

Our first intervention was a nerve block 
anesthesia with 5cc lidocaine, made on both 

lateral bases of the finger, with local anesthesia 
on the top of the finger to provide less operative 
and postoperative pain. The nail and the matrix 
were left intact, and the wounds were left open to 
granulate and epithelialize.

Hemostasis was obtained by a very tight 
dressing, changed after two days and then after 
a week. The patient reported postoperative pain 
because of the open wounds and was treated 
with ketorolac for four days. Complete wound re-
epithelization was obtained after four weeks, with 
a reduction of lateral skin tissue. After complete 
nail growth, a new granuloma emanated from 
the skin above the medial edge of the nail.

To avoid another surgical operation, we opted 
for the insertion of a wound closure strip under 
the nail, to separate it from the nail bed. It was 
removed after skin fold healing with no infection 
or granuloma formation. At the six-month follow-

up visit, the patient showed no signs of recurrence 
(Figure 2).

In conclusion, we believe that for the anecdotal 
cases of ingrown fingernail, and for the more 
uncommon cases of recurrent and pluri-recurrent 
ingrown fingernail, a good alternative treatment 
could consist of combining the Vandenbos 
procedure with a small cut of the edges of the 
nail, followed by the placement of a wound 
closure strip under the nail, in order to reduce the 
trauma and to gain a better aesthetic result and in 
shorter time compared to the nail’s total avulsion.
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FIGURE 1. A representation of our intervention; A) Modified Vandenbos procedure with excision of the nail edges; and B) 
apposition of a wound strip closure between the nail and the nail bed

FIGURE 2. A) The difference between post-operative stage after laser removal of bilateral granuloma and B) after our 
intervention; the nail has grown correctly, and no granuloma has generated; the patient does not have any symptoms
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